Monthly Training Grant Breakfasts, Fall 2021
Selected Wednesdays at 9:00 AM (unless otherwise noted)

September 1, 2021
Topic: Panel on life as a professor at a research-intensive university. Panelists include CTRD alumni Aubrey Kelly (Emory University), Tierney Lorenz (University of Nebraska), Britt Heidinger (North Dakota State), Katie Lenz (The Ohio State University), Joel McGlothlin (University of Virginia).

October 6, 2021
Topic: Panel on life as a professor at a primarily undergraduate institution (PUI). Panelists include CTRD alumni Leah Wilson (Muhlenberg College), Kelly Ronald (Hope College), and Oliver Beckers (Murray State University).

November 10, 2021
Speaker: Dr. Jennifer Barber, Professor, Department of Sociology; Senior Scientist, Kinsey Institute. In person at CISAB house, if conditions allow.
Topic: “Young Women’s perceptions of verbal and non-verbal pressure for undesired pregnancy: Context and consequences”

December 1, 2021
Speaker: Dr. Debby Herbenick, Professor, IU School of Public Health; Director, Center for Sexual Health Promotion
Topic: “Recent Shifts in US Sexual Behavior & Their Health Consequences”